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17 Abstract

18 The X circular code is a set of 20 trinucleotides (codons) that has been identified in the protein-coding 

19 genes of most organisms (bacteria, archaea, eukaryotes, plasmids, viruses). It has been shown 

20 previously that the X circular code has the important mathematical property of being an error-

21 correcting code. Thus, motifs of the X circular code, i.e. a series of codons belonging to X, which are 

22 significantly enriched in the genes, allow identification and maintenance of the reading frame in genes. 

23 X motifs have also been identified in many transfer RNA (tRNA) genes and in important functional 

24 regions of the ribosomal RNA (rRNA), notably in the peptidyl transferase center and the decoding center. 

25 Here, we investigate the potential role of X motifs as functional elements in the regulation of gene 

26 expression. Surprisingly, the definition of a simple parameter identifies several relations between the X 

27 circular code and gene expression. First, we identify a correlation between the 20 codons of the X 

28 circular code and the optimal codons/dicodons that have been shown to influence translation efficiency. 

29 Using previously published experimental data, we then demonstrate that the presence of X motifs in 

30 genes can be used to predict the level of gene expression. Based on these observations, we propose the 

31 hypothesis that the X motifs represent a new genetic signal, contributing to the maintenance of the 

32 correct reading frame and the optimization and regulation of gene expression.

33

34 Author Summary

35 The standard genetic code is used by (quasi-) all organisms to translate information in genes into 

36 proteins. Recently, other codes have been identified in genomes that increase the versatility of gene 

37 decoding. Here, we focus on the circular codes, an important class of genome codes, that have the ability 

38 to detect and maintain the reading frame during translation. Motifs of the X circular code are enriched 

39 in protein-coding genes from most organisms from bacteria to eukaryotes, as well as in important 

40 molecules in the gene translation machinery, including transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA). 

41 Based on these observations, it has been proposed that the X circular code represents an ancestor of the 

42 standard genetic code, that was used in primordial systems to simultaneously decode a smaller set of 

43 amino acids and synchronize the reading frame. Using previously published experimental data, we 

44 highlight several links between the presence of X motifs in genes and more efficient gene expression, 
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45 supporting the hypothesis that the X circular code still contributes to the complex dynamics of gene 

46 regulation in extant genomes. 

47

48 Introduction

49 Codes are ubiquitous in genomes: for example, the genetic code [1], the nucleosome positioning code 

50 [2], the histone code [3], the splicing code [4], mRNA degradation code [5], or the ‘codon usage’ code [6], 

51 to name but a few. The standard genetic code [1] is probably the most well-known genome code, and 

52 represents one of the greatest discoveries of the 20th century. All known life on Earth uses the (quasi-

53 )same triplet genetic code to control the translation of genes into functional proteins. The fact that there 

54 are 64 possible nucleotide triplet combinations but only 20 amino acids to encode, means that the 

55 genetic code is redundant and most amino acids are encoded by more than one codon. This redundancy 

56 allows for the encoding of supplementary information in addition to the amino acid sequence [7-9], and 

57 significant efforts have been applied recently to understand the multiple layers of information or ‘codes 

58 within the code’ [10] that can be exploited to increase the versatility of genome decoding.

59 Here, we focus on an important class of genome codes, called the circular codes, first introduced by 

60 Arquès and Michel [11] and reviewed in [12,13]. In coding theory, a circular code is also known as an 

61 error-correcting code or a self-synchronizing code, since no external synchronization is required for 

62 reading frame identification. In other words, circular codes have the ability to detect and maintain the 

63 correct reading frame. For example, comma-free codes are a particularly efficient subclass of circular 

64 codes, where the reading frame is detected by a single codon. The genetic code was originally proposed 

65 to be a comma-free code in order to explain how a sequence of codons could code for 20 amino acids, 

66 and at the same time how the correct reading frame could be retrieved and maintained [14]. However, 

67 it was later proved that the modern genetic code could not be a comma-free code [15], when it was 

68 discovered that TTT, a codon that cannot belong to a comma-free code, codes for phenylalanine. Other 

69 circular codes are less restrictive than comma-free codes, as a frameshift of 1 or 2 nucleotides in a 

70 sequence entirely consisting of codons from a circular code will not be detected immediately but after 

71 the reading of a certain number of nucleotides.
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72 By excluding the four periodic codons {AAA,CCC,GGG,TTT} and by assigning each codon to a preferential 

73 frame (i.e. each codon is assigned to the frame in which it occurs most frequently), a circular code was 

74 identified in the reading frame of protein coding genes from eukaryotes and prokaryotes [11,16]. This 

75 so-called X circular code consists of 20 codons (Fig 1):

76 X={AAC,AAT,ACC,ATC,ATT,CAG,CTC,CTG,GAA,GAC,GAG,GAT,GCC,GGC,GGT,GTA,GTC,GTT,TAC,TTC}   

77 and codes for the following 12 amino acids (three and one letter notation):

78 {Ala, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, Gly, Ile, Leu, Phe, Thr, Tyr, Val}

79 = {A, N, D, Q, E, G, I, L, F, T, Y, V}.

80 Other circular codes, and notably variations of the common X circular code, are hypothesized to exist in 

81 different organisms [16-18].

82

83 Fig 1. Circular representation of the genetic code, adapted from [19], with the 20 codons of the X circular 

84 code shown on the circumference. The numbers after the nucleotides indicate their position in the 

85 codon. X codons that are complementary to each other are highlighted in the same color.

86

87 The X circular code has important mathematical properties, in particular it is self-complementary [11], 

88 meaning that if a codon belongs to X then its complementary trinucleotide also belongs to X. Like the 

89 comma-free codes, the X circular code also has the property of synchronizability. It has been shown that, 

90 in any sequence generated by the X circular code, at most 13 consecutive nucleotides are enough to 

91 always retrieve the reading frame [11]. In other words, any sequence ‘motif’ containing 4 consecutive X 

92 codons is sufficient to determine the correct reading frame (Fig 2) and [20]. More formal definitions of 

93 the mathematical properties (theorems) of the X circular code are available in a number of reviews [12-

94 13,21].

95

96 Fig 2. Retrieval of the reading frame in a X motif constructed with the X circular code. Codons belonging 

97 to the X circular code are indicated in blue, while non-X codons are shown in red. Among the three 

98 possible frames, only the reading frame 0 contains codons of the X circular code exclusively.

99
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100 The hypothesis of the X circular code in genes is supported by evidence from several statistical analyses 

101 of modern genomes. We previously showed in a large-scale study of 138 eukaryotic genomes that X 

102 motifs (defined as series of at least 4 codons from the X circular code) are found preferentially in protein-

103 coding genes compared to non-coding regions with a ratio of ~8 times more X motifs located in genes 

104 [22]. More detailed studies of the complete gene sets of yeast and mammal genomes confirmed the 

105 strong enrichment of X motifs in genes and further demonstrated a statistically significant enrichment 

106 in the reading frame compared to frames 1 and 2 (p-value<10-10) [23-24]. In addition, it was shown that 

107 most of the mRNA sequences from these organisms (e.g. 98% of experimentally verified genes in S. 

108 cerevisiae) contain X motifs. Intriguingly, conserved X motifs have also been found in many tRNA genes 

109 [25], as well as in important functional regions of the 16S/18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) from bacteria, 

110 archaea and eukaryotes [26-27], which suggest their involvement in universal gene translation 

111 mechanisms. More recently, a circular code periodicity 0 modulo 3 was identified in the 16S rRNA, 

112 covering the region that corresponds to the primordial proto-ribosome decoding center and containing 

113 numerous sites that interact with the tRNA and messenger RNA (mRNA) during translation [20].

114 Based on these observations, it has been proposed that the X circular code represents an ancestor of the 

115 modern genetic code that was used to code for a smaller number of amino acids and simultaneously 

116 identify and maintain the reading frame [27]. Intriguingly, the theoretical minimal RNA rings, short 

117 RNAs designed to code for all coding signals without coding redundancy among frames, are also biased 

118 for codons from the X circular code [28]. These RNA rings attempt to mimic primitive tRNAs and 

119 potentially reflect ancient translation machineries [29-30]. The question remains of whether the X 

120 motifs observed in modern genes are simply a vestige of an ancient code that might have existed in the 

121 early stages of cellular life, or whether they still play a role in the complex translation systems of extant 

122 organisms.

123 In this work, we define a (very) simple density parameter representing the coverage of the X circular 

124 code or the X motifs in genes. Unexpectedly, this parameter identifies several relations between the X 

125 circular code and translation efficiency and/or kinetics. We first investigate whether a correlation exists 

126 between the X circular code and the ‘optimal’ codons/dicodons associated with increased gene 

127 translation efficiency and mRNA stability. Then, we examine the recent evidence resulting from high-
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128 throughput technologies such as ribosome profiling, and demonstrate that the presence of X motifs in 

129 genes can be used as a predictor of gene expression level. Taken together, these observations provide 

130 evidence supporting the idea that motifs from the X circular code represent a new genetic signal, 

131 participating in the maintenance of the correct reading frame and the optimization and regulation of 

132 gene expression.

133

134 Results

135 In this section, we first compare the 20 codons of the X circular code with the optimal codons and 

136 dicodons that have been shown to influence translation efficiency. Then, using previously published 

137 experimental data, we investigate whether a correlation exists between the presence of X motifs in genes 

138 and the level of gene expression.

139

140 X codons correlate with optimal codons 

141 We compared the 20 codons that belong to the X circular code with the ‘codon optimality code’ resulting 

142 from various statistical and experimental studies in metazoan [31], as well as in S. cerevisiae [32]. In 

143 these studies, the codon stabilization coefficient (CSC) was used as a robust and conserved measure of 

144 how individual codons contribute to shape mRNA stability and translation efficiency. Fig 3 shows the 

145 mean ranking of optimal codons, according to the CSC score, from four different experiments (in S. 

146 cerevisiae, zebrafish, Xenopus and Drosophila), where the highest ranking codon is the most optimal one. 

147 The X codons are ranked significantly higher than non-X codons (i.e. the 41 coding codons which do not 

148 belong to the circular code X), according to a Mann-Whitney signed rank test (z-score = 4.3, p-value < 

149 0.00001). In other words, optimal codons for mRNA stability and elongation rate are significantly 

150 enriched in X codons.

151

152 Fig 3. Optimal codons for translation elongation rate and mRNA stability in different eukaryotic species 

153 (S. cerevisiae, zebrafish, Xenopus and Drosophila). Codons are ordered according to their mean ranking 

154 obtained in four different experiments. Codons belonging to the X code are identified by a blue star.

155
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156 X codons correlate with the dicodons associated with increased expression

157 In recent years, emerging evidence has shown that translational rates may be encoded by dicodons 

158 rather than single codons [33-35]. For example, a large-scale screen in S. cerevisiae [33] assessed the 

159 degree to which codon context modulates eukaryotic translation elongation rates beyond effects seen 

160 at the individual codon level. The authors screened yeast cell populations housing libraries containing 

161 random sets of triplet codons within an ORF encoding superfolder Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). 

162 They found that 17 dicodons were strongly associated with reduced GFP expression, i.e. associated with 

163 a substantial reduction of the translation elongation rate. This set included the known inhibitory 

164 dicodon CGA-CGA and was enriched for codons decoded by wobble interactions. Of these 17 dicodons 

165 associated with slower translation elongation rates, none are composed of 2 X codons (Table 1).

166

Dicodons associated with low abundance Dicodons associated with high abundance
Gamble Diambra Diambra

AGG-CGA AAA-ATA AAC-AAC GAC-ACC
AGG-CGG AAT-GCA AAC-AAG GAC-TAC
ATA-CGA AAT-TGG AAC-ACC GAT-GCT
ATA-CGG AGT-AAG AAG-TCC GCC-AAC
CGA-ATA AGT-GTG ACC-AAC GCC-AAG
CGA-CCG ATA-GGT ACC-AAG GCC-ACC
CGA-CGA ATT-AAA ACC-ACC GCC-ATC
CGA-CGG CAA-AGT ACC-ATC GCC-GCC
CGA-CTG CAG-AAA ACC-ATT GGT-GTC
CGA-GCG GAA-AGT ACC-GCC GTC-AAG
CTC-CCG GAA-CTA ACC-TTC GTC-ACC
CTG-ATA GCA-TTT ATC-AAC GTC-ATC
CTG-CCG TAT-AAA ATC-AAG GTT-GCC
CTG-CGA TAT-CCG ATC-ACC TAC-AAC
GTA-CCG TTT-CAG ATC-ATC TAC-AAG
GTA-CGA TTT-TTT ATT-GCC TCC-ACC
GTG-CGA CCA-CCA TTC-AAC

CGT-CGT TTC-AAG
GAC-AAC TTC-ACC
GAC-AAG TTC-ATC

167 Table 1. Dicodons enriched in low or high abundance proteins, in two different studies: Gamble [33] and 

168 Diambra [34]. X codons are highlighted in blue.

169
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170 A subsequent statistical analysis of coding sequences of nine organisms [34] identified dicodons with 

171 significant different frequency usage for coding either lowly or highly abundant proteins. The working 

172 hypothesis was that sequences encoding abundant proteins should be optimized, in the sense of 

173 translation efficiency. 16 dicodons were identified with a preference for low abundance proteins, while 

174 40 dicodons presented a preference for high abundance proteins. None of the 16 dicodons associated 

175 with low abundance proteins are composed of 2 X codons (Table 1). In contrast, 27 of the 40 dicodons 

176 associated with high abundance proteins correspond to 2 X codons, and only 3 dicodons do not contain 

177 any X codons (Table 1).

178 These recent studies support the idea that codons in coding sequences are likely arranged in an 

179 organized way, and that the local sequence context contributes to the effects of codon usage bias on gene 

180 regulation. Strikingly, our observations support the hypothesis that codon context may be linked in 

181 some way to the X circular code. In the next section, we describe more detailed analyses that test this 

182 hypothesis further.

183

184 X motifs are enriched in the minimal gene set

185 Based on the increasing evidence of the importance of codon context [35-39], we hypothesized that if 

186 the X circular code plays a role in gene regulation, then we might expect to see a non-random use, or 

187 ‘clusters’, of X codons along the length of the gene. In previous work [23-24], we defined an X motif as a 

188 series of consecutive X codons (of length at least 4 codons in order to always retrieve the reading frame, 

189 see also Materials and Methods) in a gene sequence and searched for such X motifs in the reading frames 

190 of different genes. This approach allowed us to demonstrate that the reading frames of genes in yeasts 

191 and in mammals are significantly enriched in such X motifs. To test the hypothesis that the X motifs 

192 represent a more universal signature, we analyzed a set of 81 genes that were previously defined as a 

193 ‘minimal gene set’ [40]. At that time, the ‘minimal gene set’ genes were found to be conserved in all 

194 species. We used the Mycoplasma genitalium genes provided in the original study, as well as 15,822 

195 orthologous sequences (5503 eukaryotes, 9205 bacteria and 1114 archaea), and identified all X motifs 

196 in the reading frame with a minimum length of 4 codons. Fig 4 shows the density  (defined in 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

197 Equation (1)) of the X motifs in the mRNA sequences. To evaluate the significance of the enrichment, as 
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198 in previous work [23-24], we used a randomization model in which we generated N=100 random codes 

199 that preserved most of the properties to the X code, except the circularity. We then identified all random 

200 motifs from the 100 random codes and calculated mean values for the 100 codes.

201

202 Fig 4. Number of X motifs (per kilobase; density  defined in Equation (1)) in the mRNA sequences 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

203 of the ‘minimal gene set’. The distributions of the number of X motifs identified in the sequences from 

204 the three domains of life are indicated by boxplots representing the mean number with a ±0.99 

205 confidence interval. The distributions of the number of R random motifs (see Materials and Methods) 

206 identified in the same sequences are shown for statistical evaluation. There is a very strong statistical 

207 significance as confirmed by a one-sided Student’s t-test with a p-value p < 10-100 for each set of 

208 sequences from archaea, bacteria and eukaryota.

209

210

211 The density of X motifs found in the minimal gene set sequences belonging to the three domains of life, 

212 is significantly higher than the density of random motifs according to a one-sided Student’s t-test (p < 

213 10-100) for each set of sequences from archaea, bacteria and eukaryota. This study demonstrates that X 

214 motifs are significantly enriched in the minimal gene set, and seem to be a universal feature of gene 

215 sequences in all three domains of life.

216

217 X motifs are enriched in codon-optimized genes 

218 If X motifs modify the codon usage in favor of optimal codons for translational efficiency, then we would 

219 expect that increasing the number of X motifs in a gene would increase the expression level. In an 

220 indirect way, we have shown that this is indeed the case. We previously showed that synthetic genes, 

221 which were re-designed for optimized protein expression, generally have more X motifs [24]. S1A Fig 

222 shows an example of the protein L1h from human papillomavirus (HPV-16), optimized for expression 

223 in mammalian cell lines and leading to significantly increased expression [41]. Here, the wild type gene 

224 contains only 3 X motifs, while the optimized gene construct has a total of 21 X motifs. It is important to 

225 note that classical codon optimization strategies do not always increase protein expression levels. S1B 
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226 Fig shows another example involving the L1s protein from human papillomavirus (HPV-11) optimized 

227 for expression in the potato Solanum tuberosum [42]. In this case, only a low level of L1 expression was 

228 observed for the codon-optimized gene. In this example, we did not observe a significant difference 

229 between the number of X motifs in the wild type and optimized sequences (5 X motifs in the wild type 

230 gene compared to 4 in the optimized construct).

231 Codon replacement strategies have also been applied to the design of attenuated viruses, although in 

232 this case frequent codons are replaced with rare ones. Using quantitative proteomics and RNA 

233 sequencing, the molecular basis of attenuation in a strain of bacteriophage T7 (Escherichia coli K-12) 

234 was investigated [43]. The authors engineered the E. coli major capsid protein gene (gene 10A) to carry 

235 different proportions of suboptimal, rare codons. Transcriptional effects of the recoding were not 

236 observed, but proteomic observations revealed that translation was halved for the completely recoded 

237 major capsid gene, with subsequent effects on virus fitness (measured as doublings/hour). We obtained 

238 the sequences with 10%, 20%, 30% and 50% recoding from [44] and identified the density  𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

239 (defined in Equation (1)) of X motifs in each construct. Fig 5 clearly shows the correlation between the 

240 fitness obtained for each recoded sequence and the density of X motifs observed. The authors suggested 

241 that recoding of gene 10A reduced capsid protein abundance probably by ribosome stalling rather than 

242 ribosome fall-off.

243

244 Fig 5. Histogram of the number of X motifs (per kilobase; density  defined in Equation (1)) in the 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

245 recoded version of the gene 10A from Escherichia coli K-12, compared to the wild type sequence. The 

246 orange plot indicates the viral fitness values corresponding to each construct.

247

248 In general, codon optimization is a successful strategy for improving protein expression in heterologous 

249 systems. However, simply replacing all rare codons by frequent codons can have negative effects in vivo 

250 [45]. Rare codons have the potential to slow down the translation elongation rate, due to the relatively 

251 long dwell time of the ribosome while searching for rare tRNAs. Several studies have suggested that 

252 gene-wide codon bias in favor of slowly translated codons serves as a regulatory means to obtain low 

253 expression levels of protein when desired, for example, in the case of regulatory genes, or where excess 
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254 of the protein may be detrimental or lethal to the cell. An example, in Neurospora crassa, demonstrated 

255 that codon optimization of the central clock protein FRQ actually abolished circadian rhythms [46]. 

256 Different optimized constructs of the wild type gene frq were used in the study, where either the N-

257 terminal end (codons 1-164) or the middle region (codons 185-530) was optimized. All optimized 

258 constructs gave higher levels of FRQ protein, this led to a different structural conformation. The density 

259 of X motifs (defined in Equation (1)) identified in the different wild type and optimized constructs is 

260 shown in Table 2. As in the previous examples, the optimized constructs contain significantly more X 

261 motifs (for instance, density of 10.2 in the N-terminal end of the fully optimized construct compared to 

262 4.1 in the wild type). This example shows how non-optimal codon usage, and the associated reduction 

263 in the number of X motifs, can be used in vivo to regulate protein expression and to achieve optimal 

264 protein structure and function.

265

Region frq construct Nb of X motifs (per kilobase)
wild type 4.1
mid opt 6.1N-terminal

(1-164)
full opt 10.2
wild type 3.9Middle

(185-530) full opt 5.8

266 Table 2. Comparison of X motifs (per kilobase; density  defined in Equation (1)) in the wild type 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

267 gene frq and different optimized constructs for the Neurospora crassa FRQ protein. In the ‘mid opt’ 

268 constructs, only the non-preferred codons were changed; for ‘full opt’ constructs, every codon was 

269 optimized.

270

271 In nature, the translation efficiency of a gene may vary at different conditions, cell types and tissues [47-

272 50]. Thus, it has been proposed that the codon optimization should take into account other factors in 

273 addition to replacing rare codons by frequent ones, a process termed ‘codon harmonization’ [51-53]. 

274 Taken together, the examples described above suggest that it may be important for such harmonization 

275 strategies to consider the effect of codon replacement on the insertion or deletion of X motifs.

276

277 X motifs correlate with translation efficiency and mRNA stability
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278 We have shown previously that the reading frames of genes in S. cerevisiae are significantly enriched in 

279 X motifs [16]. Since then, ribosomal profiling has enabled a more detailed study of translation efficiency 

280 for a large set of 5450 genes from this organism [54]. A central assumption of ribosome profiling is that 

281 indirect measurement of the kinetics of translation via ribosome footprint occupancy on transcripts is 

282 directly reflective of true protein synthesis. The authors thus estimated the average translation rate of 

283 each gene, using experimental measurements of ribosome occupancy. Again, we identified the X motifs 

284 in the complete set of 5450 genes and calculated the density of X motifs (defined in Equation (1)) in 

285 three subsets of the genes having different estimated translation rates (Fig 6). We observed that genes 

286 with higher translation rates had significantly more X motifs than those with lower translation rates. 

287 The density of X motifs is higher for the sequences with medium translation rates than for those with 

288 low translation rates (one-sided Student’s t-test p < 10-10) and for the sequences with high translation 

289 rates than for those with medium translation rates (one-sided Student’s t-test p < 10-14). This result 

290 demonstrates the link between the total time needed for ribosome transition on a mRNA and density of 

291 X motifs along the length of the sequence.

292

293 Fig 6. Number of X motifs (per kilobase; density  defined in Equation (1)) for S. cerevisiae genes: 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

294 1323 genes with low translation rates (estimated translation rate < 0.03), 1378 genes with medium 

295 translation rates (estimated translation rate 0.05-0.09) and 1324 genes with high translation rates 

296 (estimated translation rate > 1.1). The distributions of the number of X motifs identified in the genes are 

297 indicated by boxplots representing the mean number with a ±0.99 confidence interval. The statistical 

298 significance is confirmed by two one-sided Student’s t-tests with: p < 10-10 between the sequences with 

299 medium translation rates and those with low translation rates; and p<10-14 between the sequences with 

300 high translation rates and those with medium translation rates.

301

302 To investigate whether X motifs might play a role in modulating ribosome speed in specific regions in 

303 mRNA, we considered single protein studies, where local translation elongation rate has been studied 

304 in detail. The first example concerns the study of a gene in S. cerevisiae, to investigate the link between 

305 translational elongation and mRNA decay [55]. In this study, various HIS3 protein constructs (length of 
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306 699 nucleotides) were designed with increasing codon optimality (measured by the CSC index) from 

307 0% to 100%. We identified X motifs in the different constructs as before and compared them to the 

308 experimentally measured mRNA half-life. As the authors point out, the mRNA half-life is largely 

309 determined by the codon-dependent rate of translational elongation, since mRNAs whose translation 

310 elongation rate is slowed by inclusion of non-optimal codons are specifically degraded. The density of X 

311 motifs ranges from 0 in the 0% optimized construct to more than 7 in the 100% optimized sequence 

312 (Fig 7). The results suggest that the introduction of individual X motifs in specific regions can be used to 

313 increase the mRNA half-life.

314

315 Fig 7. Histogram of the number of X motifs (per kilobase; density  defined in Equation (1)) for 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

316 different constructs corresponding to the S. cerevisiae HIS3 gene with 0-100% optimized codons. The 

317 orange plot indicates the mRNA half-life values corresponding to each construct.

318

319 The second example concerns a Drosophila cell-free translation system that was used to directly 

320 compare the rate of mRNA translation elongation for different luciferase constructs with synonymous 

321 substitutions [56]. The OPT construct was designed with the most preferred codons in all positions 

322 except for the first 10 codons, while the dOPT construct had the least preferred codons in all positions. 

323 The N-OPT, M-OPT and C-OPT constructs were created by replacing the N-terminal part (codons 11–

324 223), middle part (codons 224–423) and C-terminal part (codons 424–550) of the dOPT sequence with 

325 the corresponding optimized sequence, respectively. For each construct, the authors measured the time 

326 when the luminescence signal was first detected after start of translation. The time of first appearance 

327 (TFA) should thus reflect the speed of translation process. Higher TFA values were observed for each 

328 construct in the order dOPT < C-OPT < M-OPT < N-OPT < OPT, correlating well with an increasing 

329 density of X motifs (Fig 8). These results suggest that the introduction of X motifs in different regions of 

330 the gene significantly increased the rate of translation elongation, probably by speeding up ribosome 

331 movement on the mRNA.

332
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333 Fig 8. Number of X motifs (per kilobase; density  defined in Equation (1)) in the different constructs 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

334 corresponding to the Drosophila luciferase gene. Sequence regions shown in blue are codon optimized, 

335 and in red are the wild type sequence. The numbers above the sequences indicate the codon positions 

336 of the optimized regions.

337

338 We have highlighted the potential effects of X motifs on translation elongation speed, protein folding 

339 and function. The examples selected include studies in very different organisms, including viruses, fungi 

340 and insects with different codon usage bias (codon usage tables for these organisms are provided in S1 

341 Table), but in all the examples a strong correlation is observed between ‘optimal’ codons and X codons. 

342 Taken together, the results support the idea that the use of X motifs is a conserved mechanism from 

343 viruses to animals that may participate in the modulation or regulation of the translation elongation 

344 rate along the mRNA.

345

346 Discussion

347 In this work, we have combined two very distinct research domains: gene translation through the 

348 genetic code and the theory of circular codes which allows two processes simultaneously: reading frame 

349 retrieval and amino acid coding. Our hypothesis is that at least two codes operate in genes: the standard 

350 genetic code, experimentally proved to be functional, and the X circular code that has been shown to be 

351 statistically enriched in genes. For the first time here, we shed light on a number of biological 

352 experimental results by using the definition of a very simple parameter to analyze the density of X motifs 

353 in genes, i.e. motifs from the circular code X.

354 We would first like to make some comments about the mathematical structure of these two codes. The 

355 standard genetic code consists of 60 codons coding for 19 amino acids, the start codon ATG that codes 

356 for the amino acid Met and establishes the reading frame, and three non-coding stop codons 

357 {TAA,TAG,TGA}. The genetic code has a weak mathematical structure: a surjective coding map for the 60 

358 codons and an incomplete self-complementary property for the 60 codons (e.g. the complementary 

359 codon of TTA coding the amino acid Leu is the stop codon TAA) implying a non self-complementary 

360 property for the four start/stop codons. The circular code X consists of 20 codons coding for 12 amino 
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361 acids and has a strong mathematical structure: circularity for retrieving the reading frame, a surjective 

362 coding map, a complete self-complementary property for the 20 codons, a C3 property, etc. (reviewed in 

363 [12-13]).

364 We propose that the theory of circular codes can be used to shed light on many of the observed 

365 phenomena related to optimal codons/dicodons and the effects of codon optimization on different 

366 factors of gene expression, from transcriptional regulation to translation initiation, retrieval of the open 

367 reading frame, translation elongation velocities, and protein folding. We showed that optimal codons at 

368 the species and gene levels correlate well with the 20 codons that define the X circular code. Importantly, 

369 the optimal codons identified in diverse species [31] that increase translation elongation rates and 

370 mRNA stability are significantly enriched in X codons. We then studied a number of published 

371 experiments that used recent technologies to perform more detailed investigations of codon usage along 

372 the length of a gene, which suggest that codon context and local clusters of optimal or non-optimal 

373 codons may represent important regulatory signals for translation bursts and pauses [6,57]. In all these 

374 experiments, increased translation efficiency correlates with the number of X motifs present in the gene 

375 sequences. These observations raise the question: do X motifs somehow orchestrate elongation rate? 

376 Since it is known that translational elongation rate is intimately connected to mRNA stability, it is also 

377 tempting to suggest that X motifs are linked to the universal code of codon-mediated mRNA decay 

378 proposed by Chen and Coller [58].

379 The theory of the X circular code will have practical implications for improving the prediction of gene 

380 expression levels based on the gene sequence. Most of the current codon usage measures are dependent 

381 on the studied organism and the chosen expression system. In contrast, the presence of X motifs 

382 represents a universal signature that is significantly correlated with increased expression. Our previous 

383 work has already shown that X motifs can predict functional versus dubious genes in yeast [23] and can 

384 be used for rational gene design [24].

385 Translation of mRNA by the ribosome is a universal mechanism, and the most parsimonious explanation 

386 for the observed correlation between the presence of X motifs and increased translation elongation rates 

387 is that X motifs are somehow recognized by the ribosome. It is known that codon usage has effects on 

388 the major steps of translation elongation, including codon-anticodon decoding and peptide bond 
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389 formation [57], as well as translocation which can be slowed down by mRNA secondary structure 

390 elements, such as pseudoknots and stem-loops [59]. Our hypothesis that X motifs in mRNA are 

391 recognized by the ribosome is further supported by recent ribosome profiling experiments in 

392 Neurospora crassa, which suggest that codon optimization increases the rate of ribosome movement on 

393 mRNA [60], and by the observation that translation elongation and mRNA stability are coupled through 

394 the ribosomal A-site [61]. Interestingly, our previous work has identified X motifs in the anticodon 

395 region of multiple tRNA genes, as well as in important functional regions of the ribosomal rRNA 

396 including the decoding centre [25-27].

397 How could motifs from the X circular code work? If the decoding unit at the ribosome is the anticodon 

398 then the comma-free codes would immediately return to the reading phase while the general circular 

399 codes would have a delay associated with reading at most four codons (exactly 13 nucleotides). If the 

400 decoding unit at the ribosome is the anticodon with adjacent nucleotides then the general circular codes 

401 could also immediately return to the reading phase. Does the self-complementary property of the X 

402 circular code contribute to coordination between X motifs in mRNA and X motifs in tRNA and/or rRNA?

403 So far we have mainly discussed the effects of codon choices on the throughput of translation, but 

404 changes in the translation elongation process can clearly affect translation fidelity and accuracy, 

405 reviewed in [62]. For example, clustering of rare codons could deplete cognate tRNAs, increasing the 

406 probability of a near- or non-cognate tRNA occupying the decoding site, and this probability could be 

407 reflected in the frequency of miss-incorporation. In this case, it has been shown that the standard genetic 

408 code minimizes the impact of the mutations on the translated protein [56]. Clustering of identical rare 

409 codons also increases the probability of a frameshift during translation. Ribosome stalling at Lys codons 

410 triggers ribosome sliding on successive AAA codons. When ribosomes resume translation, they may shift 

411 in an incorrect reading frame. The ribosomes translating in the -1 or +1 frame usually quickly encounter 

412 out-of-frame stop codons that result in termination. Again, it has been suggested that the genetic code 

413 might be in some way optimized for frameshift mutations [63]. Given the inherent error correcting 

414 properties of circular codes, it is possible that the X circular code may play a role in the synchronization 

415 of the correct reading frame.
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416 In the future, we hope to show that the simple parameter defined in this work to estimate the coverage 

417 of X motifs in genes is a useful factor that should be taken into account in codon optimization strategies 

418 or other experimental approaches involving gene expression. We also plan to investigate more complex 

419 parameters linked to X motifs, such as localized density patterns within specific regions of the genes. 

420

421 Materials and Methods

422 Definition of the X motif density parameter

423 We define an X motif  as a series of at least 4 consecutive codons of the circular code X (defined in 𝑚𝑠(𝑋)

424 the Introduction) in the reading frame of a gene sequence . For example,  𝑠 𝑚𝑠(𝑋) = 𝐶𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐺𝑇𝐶𝐺𝐴𝐶

425 is an X motif since CAG, GAC, TAC and GTC are codons of X. It is important to remember that any X motif 

426 with at least 4 consecutive X codons always allows the reading frame to be retrieved. Let  be 𝑁(𝑚𝑠(𝑋))

427 the number of X motifs  in a gene sequence  of nucleotide length . Then the density  of X 𝑚𝑠(𝑋) 𝑠 𝑙𝑠 𝑑𝑠(𝑋)

428 motifs in a gene sequence  is defined by the number of X motifs per kilobase in , i.e.𝑠 𝑠

429

430 𝑑𝑠(𝑋) = 1000
𝑁(𝑚𝑠(𝑋))

𝑙𝑠
.

431 This density  in a sequence  can easily be extended to a density  in a set  of gene sequences 𝑑𝑠(𝑋) 𝑠 𝑑𝒮(𝑋) 𝒮

432  by dividing the total number of X motifs with the total nucleotide length, i.e.𝑠

𝑑𝒮(𝑋) = 1000

∑
𝑠 ∈ 𝒮

𝑁(𝑚𝑠(𝑋))

∑
𝑠 ∈ 𝒮

𝑙𝑠

. (1)

433 These densities  and  are normalized parameters allowing to compare the coverage of X 𝑑𝑠(𝑋) 𝑑𝒮(𝑋)

434 motifs in sequences of different lengths and in sequence populations of different sizes.

435 In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the obtained results, we also define 100 random codes 

436  with similar properties to the X circular code, using the method described in Dila et al. (2019a). We 𝑅

437 then identified R random motifs  from these codes in the gene sequences and calculated the 𝑚𝑠(𝑅)

438 densities  and  of R motifs, as for the X motifs.𝑑𝑠(𝑅) 𝑑𝒮(𝑅)

439
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440 Data sources for analysis of optimal codons

441 As a measure of the optimality of each codon, we used the codon stabilization coefficient (CSC), defined 

442 by [31] as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the occurrence of each codon and the half-life of 

443 each mRNA. Thus, codons found more frequently in genes with longer mRNA half-lives have higher CSC 

444 values. The 61 coding codons can then be ranked according to their CSC scores in different organisms. 

445 We obtained the CSC rankings for each codon from previous studies in four species: zebrafish ([31], 

446 Xenopus [31], Drosophila [64] and S. cerevisiae [32]. We then calculated the mean CSC ranking for each 

447 codon in these four species.

448 Dicodons associated with reduced protein expression in S. cerevisiae were taken from a previous study 

449 [33]. Dicodons associated with low abundance or high abundance proteins were obtained from a 

450 previous study [34].

451

452 Minimal gene set analysis

453 The minimal gene set of 81 genes conserved in all species was obtained from a previous study [40]. We 

454 used the Mycoplasma genitalium genes provided in the original study as a query, and searched for 

455 orthologues in the reference set of complete genomes for 317 species (144 eukaryotes, 142 bacteria and 

456 31 archaea) in the OrthoInspector 3.0 database [65]. This resulted in a set of 15822 protein sequences 

457 (5503 eukaryotes, 9205 bacteria and 1114 archaea). For each protein sequence, we retrieved the mRNA 

458 sequences from the Uniprot database (www.uniprot.org) and identified all X motifs in the reading frame 

459 with a minimum length of 4 codons, using in-house developed software.

460

461 Data sources for codon-optimized genes

462 Experimental data for synthetic genes re-designed for optimized protein expression were obtained from 

463 the SGDB database [66]. SGDB contains sequences and associated experimental information for 

464 synthetic (artificially engineered) genes from published peer-reviewed studies. We selected the gene 

465 entries where the synthetic sequence contained only synonymous codon changes, and where 

466 experimental protein expression levels were available for both the wild type and the synthetic gene. 
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467 This resulted in a set of 45 gene pairs (wild type and synthetic gene), for which we identified all X motifs 

468 in the reading frame with a minimum length of 4 codons, using in-house developed software as before.

469

470 Estimation of translation rates based on ribosome profiling data

471 Computational estimations of translation rates for 5450 S. cerevisiae genes were obtained from a 

472 previous study [54]. The authors performed a simulation of translation based on the totally asymmetric 

473 simple exclusion process (TASEP) model, using experimental measurements of the number of 

474 ribosomes on each transcript as well as RNA copy numbers to calibrate the parameters. For each of the 

475 5450 gene sequences, we identified the X motifs using in-house developed software.

476
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629 Supporting information captions

630 S1 Fig. X motifs in the wild type and codon-optimized sequences from the SGDB database. A. L1h gene 

631 from human papillomavirus. B. L1s gene from human papillomavirus. The X motifs in the wild type 

632 sequence are shown in blue, and in the codon optimized sequences in red.

633

634 S1 Table. Codon usage tables for the species used in the different studies described in the main text. Data 

635 are from the HIVE-CUTS database at https://hive.biochemistry.gwu.edu/. X codons are highlighted in 

636 blue.
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